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A text is not a tube of toothpaste, where it is obvious what will come out, experiments that have to succeed are
not experiments, we accept the uncertainty of what will happen if they get out of hand, expression consists in
unpredictability, I‘d rather live precariously than in discursive superiority, linguistic anarchy where language
is what defines, circumscribes, distinguishes, skeptical of definitions, thus fluctuating transition, tonal drifting
with blurred boundaries, not rejection, but a permeability. Nothing better than the unexpected, I say, instead
of giving answers, I try not to corrupt the magic of language with language, no simultaneous translations
(Übersetzungen) or Übersee-Zungen (over-see tongues) (copyright Yoko Tawada), “don’t copy, copying puts
God to sleep”, present by being absent, under the auspices of shame, and how do I connect this with that?
Shoots and sprouts, viscose or muscle cells, and molecules, sometimes stable, sometimes in more fleeting
compounds. Words stand in intervals, are part of relationships, in a grammatical net, caught in a structure,
we create spaces for imaginative tests, a game of constants in variable combinations, contrasts, clusters and
cascades, I see the vibrations in the intervals, like a swing, moving back and forth, grates, groans and creaks
at the grammatical joints and hinges, your word an organon, pink and fluffy, pulsating like a jellyfish, almost
material-less, surrounded by what it contains, and a molecular structure configured in words. Concepts and
characters, as if children were joining hands, the thickness of the lines revealing the zeal of ball games and
relay races, do we use sentences as if they were access codes to decipher feelings? Grammars are scores of
the interactive, we verify and perforate, search for permeability, osmosis and transparency. Sometimes and
unexpectedly a window opens, allows a glance into space, flexible constants that revolve around something
that we call gravity or electromagnetic waves, all the way to imploded centers of energy. In the realm of image
and language, all poems are nonsense and structure, games of strength ending with plus or minus, dynamic
equilibrium, they radiate, pulsate, for a while they still send weakening signals, not flotsam, but the black box,
orange at the bottom of the ocean. While prose texts weave braids, sew metaphorical buttons to their narratives,
follow a linear story where you can saunter back and forth, flapping and thrashing the pages, a book an opened
room that you can enter and leave, when going through a poem it is just as you go through life, enter and grope,
look up, step to the side, duck under an outstretched arm, look over your shoulder, look for a face, recognize
something you haven’t seen before, from the side or from below, from overhead or in half profile, from within
and without. We encircle the text and it circles in us, we trek through it and pick up this or that, pluck the tip of
a leaf from the scree, withered wood. A text is peeling bark, a rustling tree, thousand leaved, mille-feuille, like
the city of Chiba in northern Japan: 千葉. In Japanese “leaf” is 葉 ha, happa, and “word” is “speech leaf”: 言葉
kotoba. Under the leafy canopy, interlaced and fanned, moving gently, we walk, pull our feet crunching through
the leaves that fall, dried and yellowed and covering us by the pageful. Structures become visible above my head
where comments in the margins form and break open, like buds: me, bud: 芽, or nae: 苗, sprout. Up to a heyday,
besotted with flowers that fade at dusk. The sumptuous froth followed by the leaf tips’ dirty green, and botany
returns as a obscure existence, breathing moisture, cool in the morning, dusty in the afternoon, ties itself to the
needle of other hemispheres, and we dive into the puddles of perfume between the branches of the creeping
pine. The hoverflies buzz languorously in the sinkholes of the hollow, they act as if we were listening to the
whistle of jackdaws in the vertical, released from gravity we free ourselves from the limestone, oxidize, washed
into shapes. The luminosity of understanding, the oscillating and shimmering of the plankton, the amorphous
logic of experience condenses and thickens into the essence. Mistletoe in the treetops, thumbprint against the
light that we work out in the darkroom of understanding. Communicability as a constant, concurrently division
and fusion. With this precarious understanding we move through the darkness of ignorance and helplessness.
Premonition and puzzlement figure our possibilities, form out of foam and clay, configure causalities. An
urgency in the vague and diffuse, intention as an indication of difference: The insistence, the emphasis is what
gives meaning, the tack pressed into the tree trunk to which we attach our target. You are embraced, comforted
and born. My need, my note, my word: Please go, please come, please stay. To formulate means: to set into
intervals. Musical composition in words and sign language, in interaction. Seeing the world in tight relations.
Drift through recovery rooms under fluorescent lights, call you after the anesthesia, in the slow dawning, halfasleep intuitions and sustenance. We are born and look at these strange surroundings as if they remind us of
something. But of what? Or whom? What used to be here? Do I know you? Have we met somewhere before? We
sit up and listen: this quiet singing in the ears. Alarmed by the order we always attempt, disturbed by fear as the
source of all beauty, around 1910 Rilke wanted to place a gramophone needle into cranial sutures to hear the
individual’s primeval sound. Certainty and familiarity, understanding as objectification: Something is elucidated,

transferred and released into signs, staged there by mobilizing, unfolding and binding forces between illusion
and deception, a momentum that drives me: Then a text becomes a prism, a looking glass, or a lens, which
breaks things up into the rainbow colored spectra you never saw before. Only through verbalization (according to
the knights of the order of cognitive science) does awareness become concrete, a diffuse, unformatted emotional
state not only becomes tangible, but raised into visibility and sensuality, brought to awareness, that can express
itself and communicate: communion, participate in the transfiguration, metamorphosis and transformation,
trans-substantiation forms community, we gather around texts, holy scriptures, apocryphal papyrus scrolls or
rolls of parchment with microbial-microscopic writing on the delicate skin of goat embryos carried in capsules
worn around the neck, with the prayers and confessions of a belief: that the basis is trust, no matter how often
it is broken and inexplicably destroyed, in the faith of language and music. The mimicry of camouflage and
deception, deciphering and forgetting in mimic and text, gesture and intonation, a mien and a figure, along with
a turn, a twist of the neck, a hesitation here or there, a raised eyebrow, abstain from speaking, if it does not
set itself apart from the unspeakable. Then small niches should be provided for tarps, boards or tin sheets,
boxes lined with old newspapers. Huts and homes in a favela tongue, accord and accommodate, so temporary
and immediate, that we take off the cap, rely on predictability and squeeze the tube. But the purpose is the tack
where your future goals hang, the barge secured, a picture drawn and added, just a line.

In compound words the suffix は ha becomes ば ba.

